TYLÖ INFRA
INFRA CABIN PRIME

Tylö infra cabin Prime

Easy accessible warmth and comfort.
Relax in one of Tylö’s infra cabins and let the comforting warmth embrace you. Allow yourself to have some time to yourself, listen to music
from the built-in stereo equipment or read a magazine while you relax and enjoy the moment.
Through the built-in infra panels the Tylö infra cabin “Prime” provides soothing long-wave heat. The infrared heat gives a pleasant feeling
of relaxation and wellbeing, this infrared heat is the same kind that the sun provides us with. The infrared heat itself is generated by the
CarbonFlex™ heating panels and due to the huge surface area of these heating panels the heat is evenly distributed, providing a comfortable surface temperature to the bathers. The CarbonFlex™ heating panels contains well-proven techniques which provide both reliability
and safety.
The infra cabins come in six different models suitable for 1 person up to 4 persons. Four of the models have a front entrance and two of
the models have a corner entrance. The wall sections are fitted and secured using the snap-in closure, making the Tylö infra cabin “Prime”
very easy to assemble.

Tylö infra cabin “Prime” is equipped with chromotherapy, easily controlled by the
internal control panel. Choose the light colour most suitable to your mood, or choose
rotating colours for added relaxation and serenity. Each sauna also includes integral
mini- spotlights in the interior ceiling and on the exterior ceiling pelmet.

Prime 910

Prime 1211

Prime 1812

Prime 1815

Features that make the difference.
•

CarbonFlex™ heating panels. Heating panels with
large surface area providing soft heat evenly distributed
from all sides (no hot or cold spots). Infra panels in
bench, wall- and floor sections.

•

Scandinavian design. A clean Scandinavian design in
combination with wall sections in Canadian hemlock. All
infra cabins are finished in a white exterior paint.

•

Easy to assemble. Fast assembly with no tools
required. Wall panels mounted onto an easy-fit base and
topped with easy-fit ceiling panel. To be safely plugged
into most standard household electrical sockets.

•

Freedom of choice. The Tylö infra cabin Prime comes
in 6 different models, ideal for the smaller space as well

Prime 1313/c

Prime 1515/c

Infra cabin Prime
The Tylö infra cabin Prime is delivered complete with wall- and ceiling sections
with built-in infra panels, door in tempered safety glass, internal digital control panel, AM/FM/CD/MP3 stereo equipment, heat resistant ceiling-speakers,
CarbonFlex™ infra panels in bench, wall- and floor sections, interior and exterior
halogen spotlights, colour light therapy (chromotherapy) and integral magazine
rack (except infra cabin Prime 910 and Prime 1313/c).

as the more generous one. Models are available with
both corner- and front entrance.

The infra cabin Prime from Tylö is delivered complete with lots of clever details and
added extras such as integral magazine rack (except infra cabin Prime 910 and
Prime 1313/c) and a drop-down AM/FM/CD/MP3 stereo system. The picture to the
left also shows the in-floor heated ceramic tiles

